
How To Trade With Market Profile 

Over the years I have taught many traders the art of trading and actually being able to make money 

from it. While I have not achieved the sort internet publicity that certain firms have enjoyed with 

broker assistance, I have a happy selection of small and large clients who are for the first time 

enjoying the financial markets. I have achieved this mainly by focusing everyone on Market Profile 

and Elliot Wave principle.  In my book The Guerrilla Trader, I make several macro predictions with 

Elliot wave and give you the insider scoop on how the media manipulates the public with real 

examples that will blow your socks off.  

My latest prediction on the S&P500 that continues to come to fruition. I predicted 3000 on the index 

by 2018 and I also predicted Bitcoin will fall to $8000 after Christmas, at 11k we are not far off.  

In any case I am here to show you how to trade with market profile. If you want more information 

on Elliot and how I combine this with Market Profile to make incredible gains both long and short-

term follow me at www.marketprofile.org.  

 

 

If you going to trade Market Profile, you need a TPO Chart and if you don't know what Market Profile 

is, please read the article "What Is Market Profile?". A TPO chart is simply a chart that organises 

price data into core statistical values. So in other words, it creates a mean, mode and standard 

deviations plus it filters price movement to record only relevant price movement, much like PnF.  

Once you have installed your Market Profile on your relevant trading software chart, you can now 

start to interpret the information. Market profile is incredibly simple to understand but also 

incredibly detailed. This makes decision making smoother and easier. We all know what the "freeze" 

is in trading. This is your solution people.  

There are two important factors when trading market profile. The first is knowing who is trading or 

who is controlling the market. Is it the commercial or is it the short-term trader? This is simple when 
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you understand financial markets. Large traders or commercials only buy advantageous prices, small 

retail traders buy and sell value because of their forcing points, be it money or time.  

The second thing to know is what is prior value, you can tell this by looking at the standard 

deviations either side of the mean from the prior day, short-term traders have no choice they must 

trade the value large traders set as they lack the market impact to shift price, so you can see how if 

you are trading a day where the small traders are in control, then you know to reference value as 

this group cannot move prices.  

This is the simplest approach to building early strategy with market profile. Market profiling is the 

most exciting development in financial markets. Since its use in the CME in the 1960's every major 

fund globally and institutional trading platform have all embraced this statistical view point. If you 

want more information and see some of my trades live then visit my Trading Titans Video Podcasts 

where you can see live trades using market profile.  

Join my closed Facebook Group for scoops on what to avoid and stories that will drive the market.  
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